EXECUTIVE ORDER
NUMBER FOUR

Pursuant to Section 4520, Title 7 of the Delaware Code, as amended by Chapter 228, Volume 54, Laws of Delaware, the special commission appointed by Executive Order Forty-four of Governor Elbert N. Carvel is extended until the consummation of the transaction resulting from the application of the Allied Chemical Corporation.

WHEREAS, due to the prolonged absence from the State by Vincent A. Theisen, a member of such special commission, a vacancy exists on such special commission. I have, in compliance with Section 4520, Title 7, of the Delaware Code, as amended by Chapter 228, Volume 54, Laws of Delaware, this date appointed the following individual to fill such vacancy:

Harold Leshem, Esquire (Member)
407 Delaware Avenue
Wilmington, Delaware

APPROVED this seventeenth day of February, 1965

By the Governor

ATTEST:
Secretary of State